
Under 16 Premier 1 Football Championship 
 
Semi-Final 
 
Carrigaline 0-15 St. Michaels 1-9 
 
A display of guts and determination allied to fast and skillfull football saw the Under 
16 footballers recover from a disasterous start to over come St. Michaels and reach 
the Under 16 Football Premier 1 County Final. This achievement would not have 
been on the radar at the start of the year when Martin Plunkett and his selectors took 
over a team that had struggled last year. But the perseverance of Martin and his 
team has paid rick dividends. 
 
Carrig had the benefit of a very strong wind in the first half but found themselves a 
goal and a point down within the opening two minutes.  
 
Andrew Kingston had Carrig’s first score from a free in the 3rd. minute but St. 
Michaels replied from the kick out. Carrig started to get a grip on the game around 
the middle but were lucky in the 7th minute when goalkeeper Andrew O’Reilly reacted 
sharply to prevent another goal.. 
 
The impressive Mark Brosnan pointed in the 9th minute and he followed with a free 
on the 13th. An Andrew Kingston point in the 15th minute reduced the margin to one 
point before St Michaels had their 3rd point a minute later. 
 
Carrig were on top around the middle with Dave Stack, Nathan Coleman and Jack 
Kelly particularly prominent.  
 
Three points were added from Jack McCarthy, James Maher  and Luke Boyle. But St 
Michaels carved through the defence again in the 29th minute only for Andrew 
O’Reilly to react bravely to prevent another goal. Jack McCarthy pointed immediately 
but St Michaels had the last score of the half which left the score Carrigaline 0-8, St 
Michaels 1-4 with Carrig turning to face the strong breeze which was blowing straight 
down the field. 
 
St Michaels levelled after two minutes but wing back Luke Boyle had his second 
point a minute later, a fine effort into the wind. St Michaels were back level on the 5th 
minute but James Maher responded a minute later. The teams were level again on 
the 7th minute before Mark Brosnan restored Carrigs lead on the 11th minute which 
was cancelled out immediately. This was, however the last time that Michaels could 
peg Carrig back. 
 
During the opening 10 minutes Carrig had to work really hard for their scores while St 
Michaels were making very good use of the wind for their scores. A switch in the 
Carrig back line which saw Tom Deasy being given the task of marking St Michaels 
most dangerous forward worked a treat with Tom’s speed allowing him to get out first 
to the ball and cut out a number of dangerous attacking movements.  
 
As the second half progressed, the Carrig wing backs, Luke Boyle and Evan O’Brien 
carried a lot of ball out of defence and with Jack McCarthy and James Maher 
showing well for the ball they brought the game to St.Michaels. 
 
A Mark Brosnan free on the 14th minute restored Carrigs lead and he was on target 
again in the 17th minute when he finished a fine one-two movement with Maher. Jack 



McCarthy put a goal between the sides in the 24th minute followed a minute later by a 
fine free into the wind from Brosnan. 
 
St Michaels threw everything at the Carrig rear guard for the last six or seven 
minutes but the Carrig defence were superb not alone breaking up every attack, with 
Declan Maye particularly prominent, and carrying the ball out with great skill and 
precision.  
 
St Michaels did manage one last point but when the ref blew the final whistle Carrig 
were in the final on a score line of Carrigaline 0-15, St Michaels 1-9. 
 
The County final is fixed for next Friday night in the UCC grounds in the Mardyke in 
what promises to be a hectic weekend with the Premier Intermediate Footballers 
playing Valley Rovers in the County Semi-Final on Saturday and the Minor 
Footballers playing St. Finbarrs in the Premier 1 Minor County Final on Monday 
night. 
 
Scorers: Mark Brosnan 0-6 (3F), Jack McGrath 0-3, Andrew Kingston 0-2 (1F), 
James Maher 0-2, Luke Boyle 0-2 
 
Team: Andrew O’Reilly, Tom Deasy, Declan Maye, Evan O’Brien, Luke Boyle, David 
Stack, Jack Kelly, Mark Brosnan, Nathan Coleman, Shane Moran, Shay Simpson, 
Andrew Kingston, Jack McCarthy, John Cronin and James Maher. Sub Used Shane 
Barry. 
 
 


